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It was the stuff legends are made of.
And no more dramatic a stage could have possibly been set.
Tht> opponents: Central's Wildcats, winners of the District I championship the last eight years and 15 of the
htst 17. pitted against the Screaming Eagles of Eastern, long-time, and sometimes bitter rivals.
The place: The friendly confines of Nicholson Pavilion.
The last mcetmg between the two teams in Ellensburg: The Eagles handed the 'Cats their worst beating at
home m 22 years, 76-55.
The prize: The possibilty of Dean Nicholson, Wildcat mentor since 1965, capturing his 400th win as Central's
coach.
Extra mcentive: A win over the Eagl~s would-also give Nicholson his 2ooth win at home against just 2.5 losses
m 18 seasons (an .889 win percentage).
And so it was set, this much-written about and even more talked about real-life drama. And yet in the end,
when it was all over, the dust settled and the Wildcats having come up with perhaps their best efforts\'of the
season to fight off the Eagles 75-70 and hand him his magic 4ooth win, Mr. Dean Nicholson paid his highest
compliment to someone who wasn't even at the game: the only man to ever win more games at Central than
himself.
"I thank you all," Nicholson said, his voice full of emotion as he addressed the attentive crowd of 4000 plus .
.. I just wish my dad could be here to see this."
Dean's father, the late Leo Nicholson, turned the reigns to Central's basketball program over to his son at
the end of the 1964 season after guidmg the Wildcats to 505 victories in 33 years.
And 1f that lop-sided loss to Eastern last season at home hadn't been enough incentive, thrown on top of everthing else at stake. the Wildcats needed to go back only two weeks to recall their last loss to Eastern, a 74-60
lhwnpmg m Cheney. It was just more fuel for the fire.
After taking a two-pomt lead mto the locker room at the half, 46-44, the 'Cats let the game see-saw back and
forth unt1l ti-foot-i semor Steve Pud1sts drilled a 20-footer to put Central ahead to stay with five minutes to go.

P

ud1sts. who left the team bre1fly last week, contributed eight pomts and five rebounds in a non-starting
role. rnc:ludmg a key rebound-tip to David Williams with 21 seconds to play. Following a missed one-and-one by
John Harper. Pud1sts swatted the m1~s out to the back court where Williams gathered in the ball as he was be-

ing fouled.
W1lhams two free throws gave the Wildcats a 73-70 lead and Wapato senior Scott Tri closed out the scormg
with ci dnnng laym at thl' buzzer to give the Wildcats their biggest lead of the second half. And No. 400, of
course.

For more pictures and story, turn to page seven

Cover photo by Tim Patrick
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Dead or·alive
'

Cats, minks and rabbits
find themselves under
sharP observation and
an even sharper scalpel
By CAROl.!YN LEHMANN
News Editor

There are 36 of them.
Twitching, wriggling, squirming, red-eyed albino Rats.
Three to a cage, Randy,
Reginald, Ritzy and all their
relatives recuperate from an
operational experiment conducted
as part of Zoology 341-342, the
anatomy and physiology class.
The incisions in their side are
healing quickly and the fur is
beginning to grow back again. Poking their slender snouts through
the bars of the cage, they greet the
students and faculty who come to
check on their progress.
Progress will continue until the
end of the quarter when the final
results of the operation are taken
and the rabble of rodents then
dispose dotFor now, howewr, they're
operating quite well, thank you.
The rats represent only one facet
of the anatomy and physiology
course, dually taught by associate
professor of zoology Sheldon
Johnson and biology professor
Robert Brown.
Between the two of them, they
provide 40 allied health sciences
students with three hours of lecture and four hours of lab per
week. To accommodate this many,
each professor lectures three
hours per week and teaches from
two to six hours of lab.
Three lab sections a week "is a
sneaky way of getting more
students in a lab," Johnson says,
''but it also takes up more of our
time."
For Johnson, who concentrates
on the physiology aspe.ct, lab
means working with live animals.
For Brown and the anatomy division, it's dead ones.
Not as macabre as it sounds,
anatomy lab· enables students to
study the various systems of the
body and how they fit together by 1

using .cats, minks and human
skeletons, dead though they may
be.
Gutting graveyards and kidnaping kitties just isn't the style of the
anatomy lab, though, according to
Brown. ''Occasionally someone
comes around looking for their
cats," he quipped, but they won't
find them in his lab.
The cats, which in their processed formaldehyded state can run up
to $13 apiece, are ordered from
biological supply houses located in
the larger cities. Homeless, stray
or abandoned, the felines are
dumped in animal shelters, where
the biological supply houses pick
them up after they have been put
permanently to sleep.
Costing an average of $6 apiece,
the minks are the "by-products of
the mink industry ... we get them
without their skins, but they serve
our purpose."
And as for the skeletons, which
are imported from the East, $200
will buy a complete mod.el, -a-Htt
$100 wiJ 1 .purctrase ali t11e bones,
some a:ssembly required.
Also included in Brown's collection of corpses are body parts from
pigs, cows and sheep slaughterhouse leftovers that
never make it to market. These leftovers, like the bodies of the cats
and minks, are specially prepared
for the anatomy lab, with various
colored solutions exemplifying the
differences between veins, arteries
and capillaries, as well as the
assorted organs.
Such preparation, however, is
not inexpensive, with a basic beef
heart setting the lab back $4.50.
The heart seems to come with the
Maytag warrantee, though, since it
can be used for lab purposes for up
to 15 years. Brown currently has
some beef hearts going on their
first decade, thus cutting down on
the cost.
·
He also cuts down on the cost by
not letting the students cut up the
cadavers. ''When I started in this
business, every student had a cat
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" ... you can read, you can watch somebody for hours and hours, but until you do it yourself ... " - Sheldon
Johnson, associate professor of zoology.
for himself. It was used and
discarded," Brown explained.
Now, though, "It's mostly opening it up (the specimen is presliced) so you can see everything.
You don't do a lot of cutting."
Brown admits that the student
doesn't learn as much by plain
observation as he would by actually working on the specimen, but
observation reduces the cost of
constantly replenishing the supply.
By using this method, Brown can
extend the useful life of a cat carrion to two years. ·
Brown estimates his supply of
preserved specimens totals between 40 and 50. The collection is
stored in the basement of Dean
Science Hall.
Although cashed-in creatures
may suffice for · studying the different parts and where they are,
learning how those parts actually
work requires something different,
namely something living. This is
where Johnson and the physiology
aspect step in.
Something living could include
the rats. It could also include frogs,
used during the first quarter to
study the muscular and skeletal
systems.
Something living could also be
the student himself, taking blood
pressure, monitering his heart
beat and performing an electrocardiogram.
And, for the next few weeks,
something living is rabbits.
Four out of 40 labs given over the
two-quarter course are devoted to
rabbit surgery. In the first lab, for
each of the three sections, Johnson
5th & Pine

Mon. - Fri. 6-8 p.m.

to
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performs the surgery himself prone to infection, keeping them
alive would be both difficult and ·
while the students watch.
The next three labs belong to the risky, so they are put to death imstudents, as teams of three operate me~iately after the operation.
on the anesthetized hoppers to ex- "They never wake up," Johnson
amine first, the respiratory said.
The rabbits lives, however, are
system, followed by in two subsequent labs the cardiovascular and not wasted. Examining a cadaver
in the anatomy lab and operating
urinary systems.
Like Brown, Johnson does not on a live animal in the physiology
opt to prowl the campus with a but- lab are simply not the same thing,
terfly net, bent on bagging Johnson stressed. "Live tissues
bewildered bunnies. The 36 rabbits are so different from working with
needed for the four labs are pur- the preserved tissues downstairs,''
chased locally at $7 apiece from he explained. "It's the same tissue,
people who raise the rabbits for but it's not living."
". . . You can read, you can
food, "so instead of going to the
market they come to us," Johnson watch somebody for hours and
hours, but until you do it yourself ..
explained.
The rabbits arrive on campus
Working with the live tissues and
about a week before the lab, and
are anesthetized just prior to the performing the actual operation
lab period. For the next two hours, are valuable experiences for the
student surgical teams consisting students, he added, whose majors
of a surgeon, assistant surgeon and include paramedic science, prerecorder use $65,000 worth of n ursing, medical technology,
medical equipment to conduct physical therapy and various other
aspects of the allied health
their operations.
The equipment, purchased in sciences field.
And only the allied health
1975, includes four heart, blood and
body functions monitors at $10,000 sciences and related fields, both
apiece and $1,300 worth of surgical Johnson and Brown stressed.
utensils. One pair of dissecting "This is not a breadth requirescissors alone, to be used only on · ment," Brown remarked, but an
tissues, ran $65 seven years ago, educational opportunity for people
interested in going into a healthaccording to Johnson.
If it s.ounds like M* A*S*H, it related field.
"We decided that when we did
could be. "The treatment of the
animal is basically the same as the this type of course, we were going
treatment of people during to make it a special course and not
a typical, run-of-the-mill A & P
surgery," Johnson explained.
After this particular surgery, (Anatomy and Physiology) that
however, the treatment is a little you could pick up at any junior coldifferent: Because rabbits are so lege," Johnson said.
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Nearing its 22nd year, Pavilion suffers
from overcrowding and an unusable pool

By MARY AMESBURY
Of the Campus Crier

Some called it ugly, some called
it eye-catching and Bethlehem
Steel Corporation ·called it 'the
' West Coast's wholly cablesuspended structure."
Central called it Nicholson
Pavilion on Feb. 5, 1960, in honor of
Leo Nicholson, at that time the
chairman of the health and
physical education division and
CWU basketball coach.
' The building was completed in
1959 and cost more than $1.4million. The suspension-type
design by architect Ralph H.
Burkhard required over a mile of
galvanized bridge-strand cable
,,... which was supported by 28 80-foot
· pylons, each weighing seven tons.
The wall panels of pre-fabricated
concrete were 29 feet square and
weighed 25 tons apiece.
But the years passed and suddenly Nicholson Pavilion had lost
its grandeur. By 1970, only a
decade after its debut, the Pavilion
was "overcrowded and a new
building is an urgent need," according to a memorandum calling for
a new health, physical education
and recreation building.
-... What had caused the problem?
- Women partly did, according to
Eric Beardsley, assistant professor of physical education and
Central wrestling coach. That's not a male chauvinist statement,
though.
In 1959 when Beardsley and the
Pavilion joined Central, organized

NICHOLSON PAVILION
Built in 1959 at a cost of $1.4 million, the pavilion is now regarded as overcrowded and insufficenf for the
sports needs of the university.

women's sports consisted solely of
field hockey, which was played
outdoors.
"Scheduling is really a problem
now," Beardsley explains. Central
now has nine varsity sports for
men and eight for women,
although not all are played inside

the Pavilion. Individual fitness and
sports classes like raquetball,
pickleball, handball, dance and
karate also fight for space and
time.
The swimming pool is also in sad
shape, Beardsley says. The
removal of the acoustical system

years ago has turned the pool into
an "echo chamber/' This and
other problems have halted competitions at the pool, with the swim
team now having its meets at the
city pool.
"We've been asking for an addition for 12 years but we've never
been able to get it through,"

Beardsley says. Some lecture
classes and faculty offices have
been moved out of the Pavilion to
Michaelsen and Peterson Halls to
lessen the crowding, he says.
Come Friday, Feb. 5, Nicholson
Pavilion will reach the ripe old age
of 22, for better or for worse. Happy Birthday, Nick.

School of Hard Knocks
offers diplomas - for S1·00
Campus Digest News Service

It is the college degree for the uncolleged but painfully educated.
The University of Hard Knocks,
Inc., or UHK, issu-es diplomas annually to those applicants who
aven't received a college degree,
who are successful, and who attest
to the belief that education means
taking your lumps in the real
world.
There are between 600 and 700
people out there who hold the
egrees. Each has parted with $100
for the honor. The founder of the
University, James Comstock, officiated at the graduation
cremonies as he has for the past 30
years.
The mock university is not
-without famous supporters. Sen.
Barry Goldwater holds a degree
and Sen. Jesse Helms who recently

received his degree.
The ceremonies take place on
the campus of Alderson-Broaddus
College, a bonafide educational institution in Philippi, W. Va.
This education recognition program began as a joke when Comstock, a graduate of Marshall
University in West Virginia was Ui
the newspaper business with an uncolleged friend. His friend was so
impressive, Comstock gave him a
degree fro1n the school of hard
knocks. The idea grew and pm·
spered.
Although UHK might have trouble getting accredited, it doesn't
seem to bother anyone involved.
After all, the graduates know they
are graduates whether they have
the piece of paper or not. Because
what they have to show for their
experience is reflected in UHK's
school colors: black and blue.

A Fine Restaurant
402N. Pearl

Terminals $800 apiece

Computer science gets facelift
By KATHY BRADSHAW
Of the Campus Crier

This ' is obviously a time of
Be it internal or cosmetic,
Central' is experiencing it all.
However, the computer science
department has managed to make
positive changes for the university.
. The department has been phasing out the punch card operations
for: newer, more efficient on-line
terminals. A recent memo from
c~ange.

;,

. Announcing
Expanded Hours.
Now open Tuesday, Wednesday and Thu~sday
evenings until 8 p.m. offering a new Bistro
Menu featuring fulfilled sandwiches, light
supper entrees, and delicious desserts. .

Open Sundays 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Breakfast & ~istro Menu
::.•111•··1111··•1111.:::

~=111 11&:~

~~~11111;~

;;,11......11111;;

THE IE PIACIS

McCullough's is proud to have been rated
"Excellent" in "THE BEST PLACES"
by David Brewster

Most of the machines will then be
the office stated that the removal
of the equipment has been made using on-line terminals (connected
earlier th'an anticipat~d because ,of to a larger computer with imthe recent budget cutS.
.
mediate access to information)
"Initially, money was budget~d rather than punch card processing
to the depannent by the plan -a'p- (using IBM cards which must be
proved a couple of years ago," said "read" into the computer and thus
Verlon Olson, director of compute.r with no immediate access to inforservices:
mation).
The next steps in the removal _
In light of recent budget cuts an
process will be taking out the reobvious question is cost. ''A single
mainder . of the c~rd-proc!essiflg
terminal runs approximately
e.quipment located in ~uillon U4.
$lJOO," Olson estimated. While expensive, the switch will save
money in the long-run because it is
:~ so much chea~ to buy and main- .
tain this equipment, he e~lained.
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:·''Card-processing' is expensive in ·
comparison to on-line," Olson said.
"Without extra maintenance cost,
in some cases we will be able to
buy and extra terminal each
month."
Eventually trasnsitions will be
made all over campus, Olson said.
· As they are replaced the old
machines will be put up for bid
around the state, and the IBM rentals will simply go back to the
school, Olson said. "But they'll bring in only a little money because
they're so old ·a nd obsolete."
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Take that
By MATT McGILLEN
Editor

liowdoyou
spell relief?
R-E-A-G-A-N
HOW DO YOU SPELL RELIEF DEPT. I haven't taken a single
shot at Ronald Reagan all year. Until now.
Most of the dumb things Ronnie has done recently, including his
numerous misstatements of fact in his Fate, ... er State of the
Union Address last week, can be written off as the kind of error that
any 72-year-old ex-sportswriter, ex-actor that just-happens-to-brpresident could make.
Like his temporay support for granting tax-exempt status to
private schools that practice racial discrimination. (Whoops J
Or surrounding himself with clones of The Three Stooges.
But his biggest blunder in his just-finished first year of office was
the tax break he offered to certain big business factions. In a new
package he wrapped all by himself, Mr. Reagan allowed tremendous tax relief to companies that were involved in such things as
drilling, leasing, trucking and research.
·
To the tune of almost $600 billion (not million, but billion J in lost
tax revenue in the next six years. And at time when the country is in
the middle of its worst economic plight since THE crash. How do
you spell relief? If you're big business (AT&T will save $16 billion
over the next half-dozen years) you spell it R-E-A-G-A-N.

TRICKLE DOWN DEFECT DEPT. Not that Ronnie has a
monopoly on dumb moves, mind you. In keeping with Reagan's
supply-slide economics, our own man in the Big House, John'
Spellman, has apparently taken a cue from his higherup.
The State of Washington, caught in its own economic blight as a
result of shortsighted previous legislators (and some of the ones
still in office), was swinging at almost every pitch in an effort to
combat the sagging economy.
So who should come along, but the Northern Tier Pipeline Company, merrily building its transcontinental gas pump. Would the
Evergreen state like to help? Lots of jobs and money, to go around.
According to information from the Washington State Labor Council, construction of the 1500 mile pipeline would create approximately 4000 jobs, mostly in the construction area, one of the
hardest hit by unemployment, and add $50 million in new sales and
property taxes to the state's coffers during the two years it would
take to build.
No thanks, John said.
Marvin Williams, president of WSLC was understandably upset:
·'At a time when more Washingtonians are out of work then ever
before, and when the state is facing its worst budget crisis in
decades, it is incredible to me that the State's Energy Facility Site
Evaluation Council would recommend rejection of a project which
would mean major job and tax benefits," he said.
You figure it.
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Open letter
Dear Matt,
My compliments to you for your
timely and most perceptive
editorial relating to the death of
my son, Jay Latham. I sincerely
hope that others might learn from
this tragic event; and I feel that
your treatment of the affair conveys a vital message to your
readership.
My hat is also off to your
reporter, Alan Anderson, for his bilined article of Jan. 14 in which he

~ather

of slain student
writes of appreciation

aptly presented the facts, as they
were known at that time, without
prejudice or sensationalsim. His
report was accurate and thorough
and, in my opinion, superior to that
made by other professionals. Good
reporting!
Words cannot convey how I feel
about the death of my son. It is as if
a part of me is dead. I know too
that Jay had many friends at Central who also feel an empty space
in their lives and mourn his death.
For them I would like to share a

(

part of a class paper that Jay wrote relating to his retirement
philosophy.
In it, while discussing the possible death of his mate after retirement, he appropritely states
"There will be a time of mourning,
and then life wil go on.
We must all live by his words
now.
Best regards
James Latham
Federal Way

Violence is inherent in porno
To the Editor:

We would like to address the
issue of pornography by sharing
another view, which we feel illuminates the dangers inherent in
pornography.
Pornography represents power
and violence - not sex! "Pornography is the theory, rape the
practice," says Robin Morgan.
The central theme is dominance,
violence and conquest without
equal choice or equal power; it
pepetuates the myth that women
want and enjoy violence.
As Susan Brownmiller states " ..
. tie up a woman and that's sexy."

The most common justification
heard for showing pornography on
this campus is economic: sex sells.
The question is, will the ASC
assume responsibility for promoting the purpose of this institution to provide a balanced learning
enviroment?
Or will the ASC continue to be irresponsible by presenting a
distorted view of sexuality for
economic gain? The answer is not
censorship but an awareness on
the part of men and women that
violence under the guise of sex is
unacceptable.
We propose that the ASC com-

bine economic benefits with social
responsibility by showing a film of
erotica, i.e., sexuality in an artistic
art form, where there is equal choice and equal power between
partners. When sex and sexuality
are degraded, aH of us, men and
women, are the losers.
Anyone interested in discussing
this issue please call the Women's
Center at 963-2127. Leave your , ·
name and number or drop by
romm 157, Kennedy Hall (east
wing).
Amy Aycrigg

Darla Trapp
Kalissa Pugh ,.
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'· GoOd. News' ·· is also for· homosexuals
To the Editor:

Ugly scheme of MOral ·
Majority upsets writer
To the Editor:
Spare me the time of listening to
your sob story. How dare you put
the Moral Majority into the
category of great Americans.
These are the same people who
want to censor masterpiece novels,
elevision shows and other journalistic matter they deem unchristian.
I don,t know where you come.
from, but. it's written in plain
English in our constitution that we
shall have the right to practice free
1
dpeech and have a free press.
You moral majority people want
to curtail these feeedoms to fit
your ugly sche..mes. Let's b~

thankful that we have a check and
balance system to put a halt to
such suppresive activities.
If you don,t like what you read or
see, you have the option to not read
or listen to the subject matter, but
don't come around and try to push
your own way's on other people's
life styles.
The next time you feel an urge to
air your dissapointment with
America's way of living, go to the
Soviet Union for awhile, it sounds
as if you might blend in with it's
authoritarian style of rule
Three cheers for free living.
Dirk Bidleman
Student Village

Letter policy

24 Karat Gold Wedding Bands

$200 to $600

Art of Jewelry
,309 N. Pearl

As Presbyterian pastors in
Ellensburg, Don Meekhof and I
would like to voice support for the
contention of Rev. Dick Gibson
(speaker at Central's Gay Alliance
Forum) that homosexuals need
and "deserve"the loving, caring
concerns of the chruch today.
For too long, the church ha~
allowed our cultural phobia
towards homosexuality to condition our response and concern. We
.confess this lack of love and the
hypocrisy of seeing homosexuality
as something far worse than our
"normal", comfortable sins such
as greed, materialism, gossip and
gluttony.
We pray that the church may
become a place of "Good News"
for homosexuals.
We would also like to be very
clear that the Presbyterian
Church, as a denomination, and
we, as pastors, sharply disagree
with Rev. Gibson's contention that

925-9560

afternoons - appointments preferred

The Campus Crier welcomes your let~
ters to the editor.
Pleose keep them less than 150
words, ond type them double spaced.
Phrase them as though they're written
to the editor, rather than the reader.
All letters must be signed and include
your address and phone number. Phone
numbers will not be published. They are
necessary for verification purposes only. The Crier will not print letters it con
not verify.
Letters become property of the Campus Crier and we reserve the right to
shorten and edit them for clarity.

homosexuality is God's will for
some people. In 1978 our denomination affirmed the clear intent of the
scriptures that homosexuality was
not part of God,s desires for men
and women.
This may seem like "bad news"
to some, but I disagree. I am afflicted with a tremendous amount
of self-sufficency, pride and ego.
Probably 95-100 percent of the
population have the same struggle.
God, in scripture, declares my
pride to be sin. It doesn't matter
that I was born with it, or that a
great majority of people have the
same struggle, or even if I'm comfortable with my pride.
It is still sin, it still keeps me
from a right relationship with my
Creator. The "Good News" is that
while I was still rebellious towards
God, He displayed His amazing
love for me.
In the person of Jes us Christ, my
pride can be not only forgiven, but
there is the power to change me into a vulnerable, warm, caring person. So it is for the homosexual.
The Good News is that God loves
sinners, and that He provides
power for us to become all he
means for us to be. This includes
·
sexuality.
For Christians, the real "coming
our' is not in revealing our sin and
learning to adjust to it, but it is in
revealing our sin and seeking God
that forgiveness and power might
be ours to leave the old behind and
become the best that God desires
for us.
That's the Good News for all people, including the arrogant, the
prodeful and the homosexual.
Pastor Meekhof find I stand willing and eager to counsel, listen and

Love for sale...
Just take a look into those sweet
little glass eyes. These cute little
stuffed goofballs may have nothing
but walnut shells in their heads but
somewhere in that polymerized
mass b'eats a heart of pure gold.
And since Valentine's Day is just
around the corner, finding a home
for one of these cuddly I ittle
animals in your sweetie's arms

could score you 10 bonus points in
the category of "Romance." And if
you should, by some unfortunate
turn of events, not have a sweetie
to give one of these precious little
critters to, then consider one for
yourself. This is the season for
romantic notions and who's more
deserving than you? Besides, one of

these hapless, harbingers of heartfulness would never complain about
anything at all; in short, a great
roommate! Seriously, The University Store has a terrific selection of
these cute little stuffed animals in a
variety of colors - all at very
reasonable prices just waiting for a
home.

encourage those with sexual questions. We know there is a Good
News for we have experienced it.
The Rev. Greg Thorson,
Associate Pastor
First Presbyterian Church
Ellensburg

Drinking game.
leaves bad taste
Campus Digest News

Doctors at the University of Iowa
Hospitals have been treating an increasing number of college
students with quarters stuck in
thier throats, stomachs and intestines.
The students swallowed the
quarters by playing a popular
drinking game on campus and
several have had to undergo
surgery to remove the errant
coins.
The game is called Quarters, oddly enough, and players bounce
quarters off tabletops and into full
glasses of beer. The person who
successfully gets the coin into the
glass must the chug the beer or
pick another person to drink it. In
gulping down the brew, students
often swallow the quarter.
One doctor says that most
students are pretty lucky. They
swallow the quarter and pass it in a
. few days. ·Whether the quarter is
passed depends upon the size of the
person. One student put in his twobits worth of information by saying
the game can show you the kind of
people your drinking with.

6 -
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Victims
By LYSSA SHAW

Of the Campus Crier

Rape, child abuse and sexual
assault were:the focus at an international sem1na'r on victimology in
Siracusa; Italy, Jan. 4-8.
Sociology department chairman
Charles McGehee joined sixty people {rom around the world to
discuss victimology (the study of
victims) in the five-day conference. McGehee attended as a
guest of the Instituto superiore internazionale di scienze criminale,
which sponsored the seminar and
which also paid both McGehee's
traveling and living expenses
abroad.
"Victimology is just the opposite
of criminology, which studies the
characteristics of criminals and
crimes," McGehee explained.
Panel discussions centered
around techniques for helping victims and new studies, plus a range
of related topics.
Simultaneous translators were
necessary since · several participants spoke only Italian,
French or English. McGehee said
the translating system was "quite
an experience. As the speaker was
talking, translators would relay
the speech to each person through
headsets.

Rape, abuse and assault
head Italian seminar topics

"In order to reply, we had to
push button and go through the
translators again. It really worked
quite well.''
McGehee, a social psychologist,
became interested in studying
child abuse in 1976, and has done
some research on the subject in
Germany.
McGehee said, "Child abuse has
become a matter of national
awareness." He said he noticed a
few years ago that more and more
questions on· child abuse were
cropping up in the context of his
classes, which sparked his own interest. This led to the formation
within his department of a child
abuse class.
McGehee was also instrumental
in the establishment of the
Ellensburg chapter of Parents
Anonymous, of which he is currently a board member. There are 30
chapters in Washington.
"There is a tendency to want to
treat everybody as a victim,"
McGehee said, ''but if everybody is
a victim, then what? But, certainly
perents can be victims and the idea
of wanting to throw them in jail is
harsh. Parents (in our society)
find themselves crossing over a
line they didn't know was there."
McGehee said that other countries have programs similar to the

a
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CHARLES McGEHEE
" .. while our lives may not be perfect, others are worse off."

U.S., but that the,u.s. is more nationalized. "There are _local
organizations in other countries
like rape relief, but they are not national at all. We've been at it
longer, so they (other countries)
have the benefit of learning from
our mistakes."
Some of the countries
represented at the seminar had
trouble believing there was a
social problem with victims,
McGehee said. "It didn't seem to
make much difference what the
issue was on the floor, there was
seemingly a substantial number of
people who believed there was no
problem."
McGehee said he found it "useful
to be confronted with the fact that
while our lives are not perfect,
others are worse off" because they
do not even acknowledge a need for
programs.
Some countries have a different
legal system for handling rape and
sexual abuse cases than does the
U.S., McGehee said. "In continental law, the judges do the questioning and the deliberation. The attorneys do not get into the ag- ·
gressive behavior that U.S. attorneys engage in. I once witnessed a trial in Germany and was very
impressed by the conduct of the
proceedings. They were more
orderly and more rational."
McGehee· said some countries
have better victim compensation
laws than the U.S. England's program is more "full-blown in that
they provide pensions and medical
coverage and other types of relief
that we don't have."
McGehee also commented on the
media coverage of violent crimes.
"The press has been exploitive,"
McGehee said. "Victims are neat
because without one ·you have no
story, but many victims have had
their lives made miserable (by the
press).
" In Europe, the newspapers
don't even publish the names of
victims. American papers ought to
do the same."
McGehee said the seminar was
"one-of the most remarkable times
I've ever spent." McGehee said the
other participants were impressed
that he had come so far for the conference and they were interested in
the location of Central.
"The true value of the trip was
the international contacts I made
outside the meetings," McGehee
said.
He added that he would like to
see a class on victimology at Central but "in light of the present
budget situation, I doubt there will
ever be such a class."

By CINDY PHIPPS
Of the Campus Crier

It's good for you
If you haven't heard it before,

then allow me to enlighten you.
Good is a four letter word.
I got the clue years ago when
my mother said, "Eafyour liver,
it's good for you," but now it's
becoming more apparent.
It's tough living in a world
where everything that's good for
you either tastes bad, smells ba~
or hurts. Let me explain.
Not very long ago I was seized
with the realization that I was
suffering from chronic Ab~dant
Buttitis.
.
How was I to know that as I got
older my body would decide it
wanted a life of its own? A
blossoming Jack Lalane I know
offered his words of wisdom "You wanna get that sucker in
line, you'd better start exercising. It's good for you."
Exercise? I thought that was
something they made criminals
do for an hour every day. I
thought it was the P.E. major's
.
homework.
And so, putting my warped
beliefs and half-eaten apple fritter aside, I took a conditioning/ exercise class. It's one of
those good-for-you things that's
supposed to make me look
lighter, feel healthier. So why,
after three weeks, do I still feel
like I was dropped kicked across
a football field? Something's not
right.
Yes folks, after three weeks I
have come to two conclusions. 1)
that sweating tends to leave one
with aura of over-cooked cabbage
and 2) we had a cure for crime,
war and overpoulation right
under our feet. Just make
everyone get up at 6 a.m. every

day and jog 10 miles and they'll
be too tired to fight, let alone
steal hub caps (of couse, I'm going to leave the overpopulation
bit to your imagination).
As the saying goes, one good
turn deserves another. If you're
going to exercise, you've got to
eat right. ·
I have acquired a boyfriend
(don't ask me how) who is an
av.id health food enthusiast. This
in itself is not bad, but how do you
tactfully tell someone you refuse
to eat anything that smells like
the 49ers-locker room?
Of course I know he has my
best interests at heart when he
sneaks wheat germ into the
cookie dough. The poor thing suffers from a delusion that he may
never see me again as I might expire in my sleep from ice-cream
poisoning. (You know the dreaded disease; always strikes
without warning).
At any rate, I am slowly making progress in the cure of my
previously mentioned ailment,
but why does it have to be so
hard? I am sorely tempted (no
pun intended) to look into
miracles of pyramid worship. It
cured Burt Reynolds baldness,
why not my sweet tooth?
I hope I'm not the only one that
finds little comfort in jogging only a mile and a half (about the
time you are afflicted with exhaustion and second thoughts).
There is always someone who
comes jogging along easily, smiling bravely, and insists that the
show must go on. "It's good for
you."
I think it's dis

Romantic Inspiration

Police
Blotter
The campus safety departmrent
was responded to 105 calls during
the week of Jan. 23-29.
Included in the calls were: one
burglary, seven thefts, two false
alarms, two reported vandalisms,
one hit and run, one traffic accident resulting in damage to university property, six traffic infractions, one arrest citation for
aminor in possession of alcohol,
and six calls in regards to loud parties.
Officers also assited 17
motorists, uhlcoked 15 doors at student residences, found 25 unlocked
doors, assited in two medical
emergencies and respoded to nine
animal control calls.

Books & Gifts
Prints & Cards ·
Coffe.e & Tea
Open 10-5 Mon.-Sat.

JWlcJJfnrlmW altftttltrs
Watch and jewelery repair
./

202 E. Fourth Street
962-2~75

jewelry designing

../"·

All work done on premises

925-5579

4l0 ·N. Pine

Spores

400
'Gutty' performan·c e
by Wildcats nets
milestone for Nick
and Central on top 71-70, Harper
went to the foul line for a one-andone. The 6-7 senior missed the first
shot, despite having already drilled seven in a row from the foul
line.
Pudists tipped the missed shot
out to David Williams, however,
and the 6-foot senior calmly clinched the game with a pair of pressure
free throws.
"I just tried to relax and keep the
same touch I had earlier at the
line, and shoot like I've practiced
so many times," Williams said.
Eastern drove to the hoop following Williams' key foul shots but
missed. Pudists pulled down the
rebound and heaved a long pass to
Sc~tt Tri who hit a driving layin as
time expired.
''The team gave a gutty performance," Nicholson said. "They
earned it."
After trading basket s early in
the · game, Central outran the
Eagles to 27-20 lead climaxed by
Harper's blocked shot to David

By RICHARD MATTHEWS
Of the Campus Crier

A crowd of 4000 screaming
Wildcat faithful witnessed Central
Coach Dean Nicholosn's 400th
u coaching victory, a 75-70 win over
arch-rival Eastern Washington in
Nicholson Pavilion last Friday
night.
In his 18 years at Central,
Nicholson has amassed 15 NAIA
District I championships as well as
15 trips to the NAIA National Tournament, held each year in Kansas
City.
After trailing by one for just over
half of the final twenty minutes,
two John Harper's two free throws
put Central up 67-66. But at the 4:57
mark, 6-foot-7 senior Steve Pudists
swished a 25-foot jump shot from
the corner that put the 'Cats ahead
to stay.
But Pudists made an even bigger
play in the game's final moments
to help preserve the victory.
With 21 seconds left in the game

Williams, starting a the fastbreak.
Williams then fed Tri with a soft
bounce pass fo any easy layin.
It was premature to start
celebrating quite yet, however, as
costly turnovers coupled-with poor
shot selection saw a nine-point lead
evaporate to a 42-42 tie with 2:27
left in the first half.
The Wildcats recovered, though,
and a fastbreak . perfectly '
enigineered by the flashy Williams
allowed John Holtman to score an
easy bucket and a jumper by Tri
put Central up 46-44 at the half.
The fast-paced opening half saw
eastern can 58 percent of their
shots to Central's 56 percent. The
'Cats were near perfect (10-of-11)
at the charity strip. to EWU's
10-of-14.
Neither team displayed much
defense in the first half.
"We had good passes and execution," Nicholso__n said during intermission, "but we gotta get better
defensively.''
They did and the rest is history.

Central 69, L-C State 53.
Victory No. 401 came a little
easier than its magic predecessor,
as the defensive-minded Wildcats
routed Lewis-Clark State (Idaho)
69-53 Saturday night in Lewiston.
The win was Central's third for
the week, following a Jan. 26
"" triumph over Seattle University
and of course, the big win over
Eastern last Friday.
Taking a 36-26 bulge into intermission, the Wildcats never let LC
come closer than eight the rest of
the way. Seven straight points, in-

eluding three by Scott Tri, put the
game out of reach.
David Williams, CWU's leading
scorer, led four Wildcats in double
figures with 17 points. A recharged
John Harper scored 16, hitting
5-of-7 field goals and 6-of-8 free
throws. Harper had missed all
seven of his field goal attempts
against Eastern the night before.
Dale Daniels added 13 and Tri 11.
Steve Pudists topped the Wildcat
rebounders with nine boards while
the 6-7 Daniels had seven.

'We used good defensive patience," said Central Coach Dean
Nicholson. "I'm real pleased with
the win. It's a real credit to the
club, especially after Friday's
game (a 75-70 win over Eastern,
Nicholson's 400th coaching victory) and the long road trip."
The Warriors were playing
without leading scorer Mike Santos, who was averaging 14. 7 points
a game when he was kicked off the
team last week .

· Five in the sky

Six-foot-seven John Harper fights his way between two Eastern Eagles
last friday night. Harper hit 7-of-9 free throws to help the 'Cats down
EWU 75-70 and hand coach Dean Nicholson his 400th win at Central.
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'Crunch' time for
District I berths
It's crunch time in the chase for
District I playoff berths.
Central, currently the topranked team in the Krause Kount
standings, entertains nwnber two
Simon Fraser Friday at Nicholson
Pavilion. Western Washington,
which was third before losing at
home to St. Martin's last weekend,
is here Saturday night.
CWU is coming off its best week
of the basketball season. The
Wildcats defeated Seattle U. 79-58
Tuesday in Seattle, Eastern 75-70
Friday, and Lewis-Clark State
(Idaho) 69-53 Saturday.
In all three games, Central shot
better than 50 percent, a feat it accompished only twice in their first
16 games and seven times in 33
games last year.
"I'm just real pleased with the
team right now," Nicholson said.
"We played three solid games last
week."
The fact that two of the games
were on the road was especially

12 footballers
enroll at CWU
Twelve football players have
enrolled at Central for winter
quarter and will play for the
Wildcats this fall, according to
CWU football coach Tom Parry.
Seven of the 12 play in the interior line. "The additions will give
us much needed depth in the interior line postions,'' CWU
recruiting coordinator Mike Dunbar said.
Central is coming off its best
season in six years. The 'Cats went
6-3 last year and Parry was voted
the Northwest small-college Coach
of the Year.
The lastest additons to the Central team are: Derek Brewer, offensive guard from Anchorage;
Ernie Cambell, wide reciever
from New Jersey; Roger Cambell,'
defensive
lineman
from
Wenathcee; Mark Capreye, offensive lineman from Spokane; Anthony Harris, offensive tackle
from Vancover, Wa.; Ken Heinle,
offesnive line, from Seattle; Paul
Krause, defensive lineman from
Seattle; Mike Manderson, from
Tacoma; John Meyers, defensive
line from Spokane; Henry Rance,
quarterback, from Yakima; Donnie Van Geystel, defensive back
from Seattle and Jamie Weeks,
linebacker from Centralia.

Football camp
to E'burg
The All-Northwest football
camp is moving to Ellensburg.
The camp, which for the
previous eight years has been
held on the Eastern campus in
Cheney, will feature Seattle
Seahawk QB Jim Zorn and
former Oakland Raider wide
receiver Fred Biletnikoff.
The CWU football staff will
also serve as instructors at the
camp.
Enrollment is limited to 300.
For additional information,
contact the Central Athletic
Dept. or Camp coordinator
Blaine Bennet at 376 S.
Palouse, Walla Walla ,.
(~29-7798). Camp dates are
Jane 'Zl - July 1.

gratifying to the 18-year veteran.
His team had won just two of seven
previous trips into enemy territory.
"Our defense has not been good,
but we took a great stride forward
Saturday at Lewiston," he said.
"We are showing better offensive
patience and shot selection."
Nicholson credited the better
shot selection as a factor in the improved percentages. "Another
benefit of the better shot. selection
os that we're getting more opportunities at the foul line.'~
Central averaged just 18 free
throws attempts in its first 16
games. Last week they were
awarded 85, 28 per game.
Two wins this weekend would
give the 'Cats a solid hold on the
top-seed for the upcoming playoffs.
After Saturday Central has just
two NAIA games remaining - on
the raod at Whitman and last
year's runnerup St. Martin's.

Swim teams down Eastern, hit road
fastest time this year.
Jeff Walker, a 1980 national
champion, won two events. We
swam to victory in the 50 free
(21.8) and the 100 free (48.1). both
thiord quickest in the NAIA this
year.
CWU established several Dunning's 2:08.83 in the 200
outstanding marks in the meet. backstroke qualified hJm <:>fr naThe 400 free relay team of Will tionals and ranks him fifth, naDelony, Bruce Fletcher, Pat Mc- tionally.
Celeste Robischon won the 50
Carthy and Tom Dunning turned in
the third best NAIA time ;_-ecorded and 100 free to pace the women.
this year with a clocking of 3:14.94. _ Her 100 time of 55.5 ties the school
Dunning's 47.3 split is the second record set by Denise Long in 1977.,

However, CWU had to win the
400 freestyle relay to preserve the
streak. ''We were totally surprised
by them," said Central Coach Bob
Gregson. "This is best team
they've had in several years."

.Central's swim team travels to
Tacoma today to swim the University of Puget Sound.
Central's swimmers are then
entered this weeked in the
Washington State Open in Seattle.
The men's team reamined
unbeaten in five dual meets last
Tuesday by downing Eastern 58-50.
The women improved their record
to 4-2 with a 92-44 rout. The victory
was the 29th straight over EWU
dating back to 1962. CWU leads the
all-time series 31-4.

Wi Id cats falter in Seattle,

No. 402 will have to wait ·
The Wildcats will have to wait
a little longe~ for No. 402.
Thanks to some cold shooting
and poor defense, Central fell to
Seattle Pacific 82-72 in Seattle last
Tuesday. Although they led by 10
at the hall, 47-37, the Wildcats
quickly fell behind. Hitting only
8-of-29 field goals in the second
half, Central shwoed a complete.
turnaround from the opening 20

1

minutes.
The Wildcats had pwnped in
20-0f-33 shots in the first hall.
"I was really disapointed in our
play," Central Coach Dean
Nicholson said. "Our offensive patience that we've shown in our last
three games was non-existent.
Plus they outscrapped us.
Steve Pudists led the Wildcat
scoring with 17, but the 6-7 senior

scored only four points in the second half. David Williams, the
leading score for Central this year
added 16.
Gregg Kingma poured in a
career-high 34 to lead Seattle.
Robin Marshal contributed a
career-high also, scoring 18 points.
Junior guard John Holtman suuffered an apparent broken nose and
may be out of action for while.
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Students in library chatter, shell
sunflower seeds and guzzle beer

"""'"""'~"""""""

By KATHY BRADSHAW
Of the Campus Crier

1

It's there. ·
Subliminal at first, then it begins
irritate, aggravating the study of
marketing management and
geography.
"It" is noise, and Central's
library is becoming dominated
with many noises except the sound
of silent concentration, according
to Robert Jones, associate professor of librarianship.
Apparently noises like talking,
group sit-ins, pop can opening,
sunflower seed shelling and alleged beer guzzling exist among the
normal hum of the lights.
"We would like to encourage the
use of the library, but control the
noise level," Jones says. "Students
who are coming in with the intention of studying should do so, and
not use it as a means to see and be
seen."
Sophomore T-eri Bookless says
she has seriously considered bringing a sign with her that reads,
"Please be quiet in this part of the
library."
Bookless, who needs a babysitter
for her daughter, frequently turns
to the noise source or sources with,
"Excuse me, I want you to know
that I'm paying $1.50 an hour to
study here." She says that tactic
has been fairly effective.
"At the University of
Washington you get two warnings
and after that you're out - you can
hear a pin drop in there and it
shows the library means
business," Bookless says.
Malcohn Alexander, the acting
head of reference, observes, "My
impression is that the noise level is
due to the number of people using
the library, which indicates that
-the facility is being used - but
there is a problem with self-.

Look
good

Feel
good!

All is quiet for (left to right) Bryce James, Mark Evanson and Kevin Hegge. Quiet for the moment anyway. As
more and more students go the library for reasons other than to study, the noise level continues to climb, often
distracting those who are trying to hit the books.

policing."
poses."
_
Bookless says she feels one
Both Jones and Alexander mention the second floor reading room reason for the group sit-ins is
as the loudest, with the curriculum because there really isn't another
lab on the fourth floor running a place on upper campus for the
close second.
younger students to hang-out.
''The problem areas exist "Many students come from the
because there is limited seating," .west side to get away from home,
Jones explains, "but the facility and could use some guidelines on
should be used for serious pur- how to behave in the library."

Milk looks good on you
• • •

G·rade A -

1/2

gal. 89 (

Past/Homo Whole and
2% - 1/2 gal. 93 c
Whipping cream 60c pint

Winegar's
DRIVE IN

Jones and Bookless agree that
the use of signs might be a helpful
addition to the library. "Maybe we
could ask the graphic design
department to help," Bookless
says. Jones says he's thinking
about putting up some kind of sign
saying that "Noise is not appropriate.''
'The worse problem seems to be
at night and between 2: 30 p.m. and
4:30 p.m.," Jones says, "although
I'm not necessarily sure anyone is
staying away because of it.
However, Bookless says she's
thought twice about going to the
library. "It's hard for people like
me to find a quiet place to study. I
shouldn't have to move so many
times."
To compliment the noise problem, people are ignoring the signs
prohibiting food and drink,
especially without the usage of a
detection device as they are going
in.
'We do have quite a problem with
food and drink, but my major concern is for the . materials. We
wouldn't know about it except
empty cans are left around," Jm:ies
says.
"The food and drink can become
ground into the floor and cause in-

festation of insects, and over time
possiblyburt the materials," Alexander adds. He says this hasn't
been a problem yet because the
building is still new enough.
"One thing that gets to me,
though, is when people leave
sunflower seed shells all around
the carrels so you· can't even see
the carpet - and that's really
gross," he says.
Even though the signs clearly
state the prohibition of food and
drink in the library, there have
been a few beer parties in the rear
study rooms, Jones says. "The
group study rooms are there · for
noise reduction, but some use it as
an abuse of the facility.
)
''These kinds of things go unquestioned because there are
usually only a few on duty at
night."
While all this may seem like the
natural antics of college-age
students, it's getting worse. "It's
different this year, people are less
careful about picking up," Alexander remarks. "At the end of last
quarter and the beginning of this
quarter was the first time I'd found
beer cans. I'm not at all pleased.
" . . . We all have to use the
library. If we are careful now,
we'll preserve it for the future."

Big John's
Speda lizing in the
Big John. Burger
"A Meal in Itself"
Variety of shake flavors!

925-5900
We Deliver!
419 W I Sth

HOVRS: Sunday· Thursday
Friday-Saturday

Photo by Al Castillo

J Jo.m. - Midnite
J 1 a.m.-1 a.m.

Delivery starts at 5 p. m. daily
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New signs,
new fines
for traffic
violators
By DENISE HUBER
Of the Campus Crier

The definition of foolish is stopping at a stop sign, reading the
message under the sign and still
driving on past it.
According to Doug Rudolph, a
CWU safety department officer,
numerous people are caught doing
this everyday. They think the sign
excludes them, Rudolph explained.
It doesn't and these foolish drivers
will get a fine, he added.
New stop signs have recently
been put up at the beginning of
every mall and service drive on the
Central campus, according to
Rudolph. Below each red stop sign
there is another white sign, bearing its message in bold, black letters: University Pedestrian Mall,
Service and Emergency Vehicles
Only.
This means just what it says,
that only emergency or service
vehicles are validly permitted on
the malls or service drives,
Rudolph said. The campus is closed to private vehicles, with only a
few exceptions, he added.
Valid exceptions must be proven
by showing a load/unload permit
issued by the campus safety
department, open Monday through
Friday from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. After
hours and on weekdays, the campus operator can issue the permit.
Permits are issued free of
charge to students who need to
drive on a pedestrian mall or service drive to gain access for
loading or unloading at a room or
an apartment, Rudolph said, adding that permits do not include
sidewalks.
"Loading and unloading is a
legitimate purpose, picking up a

friend is not," Rudolph said.
Once back in the patrol car,
In reference to the stop signs, Rudolph said, "Drivers use exthey were up on the malls long ago, : cuses like that all the time."
but the recent construction altered
Jeff Schneider, another safety
traffic · routes and the signs were department officer who was riding
removed, Rudolph said. "Now, the iri the back seat of the patrol car,
signs are up again, but we're still predicted "I'll bet we catch one
having traffic problems on the more before we get back to the of_malls."
fice." He was right. Not two
Traffic is also a problem around minutes later a yellow Mustang
some of the campus parking lots. full of men stopped at the same
Drivers ·aren't stopping before ex- stop sign.
iting the lots, particularly the El
Like the silver car, the Mustang
and E2 parking lots on the east side drove straight through onto the
of Hohnes Dining Hall, Rudolph 11th Street Mall and turned onto
said.
Walnut Mall, which runs from
Bouillon to the L & L building.
Traffic tickets will be issued to ''Private vehicles are never allow- .
those violating the rules of the ed on Walnut Mall," Rudolph exmall, Rudolph explained, adding . plained, heading after the car.
that all state traffic laws,' such as
After Rudolph had questioned
yielding to pedestrians and com- the driver, he returned to the
plying with the 5 mph speed limit, patrol car and said, "They are
apply on the malls.
from out-of-town and were looking
The unwary driver could build for the gym."
up a substantial number of traffic
"It goes like this all day,"
tickets, Rudolph said, citing a $13 Schneider said. "It's a follow-thefine for driving on service drives, leader system; one car does it and
$18 for driving on pedestrian malls others follow.
and $37 for driving on sidewalks.
"We've got to keep it under conPhoto by Chuck Strom
trol for pedestrian safety and for
To illustrate his point, Rudolph emergency vehicles."
New regulations concerning vehicles on the campus mall include a stifdrove on the malls, observing to '
fer fine of $37 for tliose that are caught in the act.
the Crier that the 11th Street Mall
(past the east side of Holmes Dining Hall) "is the greatest abused."
925-9134
No sooner had the words left his
mouth when a silver car stopped at
the stop sign, paused long enough
for the driver to read the lower
sign and still drove onto the mall.
Rudolph stopped the car and questioned its middle-aged male
NO BANK
, driver. "I wanted to look at my I
Shoe After Inventory Clearance
daughter's old dorm," the man ex- : CARDS PLEASE
plained to Rudolph. "Yes, I saw I
save l 5 % to 50 % thru Sat. Feb. 6th
the signs," the driver admitted,
"but ... "

Nike

Puma

Converse

~

50% OFF Discontinued Shoes.

,llllllJerrol's
1111 1111 Book and Supply Store
Open 7 days a week
for your convenience.

r-------------------,
I
Feb. 1- 15
I

II Sweetheart Sale II
I Up to 30% off
I
I Valentine's Day Gifts I
L-------------------J
Large selection of
Valentine cards

Adidas

Tiger
.

Now ...

~-

-~

mmze---~-:J

!Nike Cascade
Nike Lady Pepper
i Nike Athena
Brooks Vantage Supreme .
New Balance

$13

47

$14

97

$14

49

$19

47

to $1 8

Misc. Track, , Multi Purpose, Run11ing Shoes

30 O/o
Nike
Nike
Nike
Nike

(r, ans & womens)

Nike Wimble tkn
Nike Lady Ro ad"1;nner

$14

97

Adidas Lady TRX

$29
$12
$14
$18

97

Adidas Country

$20

97

97
97
97

OFF Overstocked Inventory

Yankee (mens & womens)
Leather Courter (mens & womens)
Blazer Hi Tops (mens & womens)
All Court (m ens & womens)

Nike Bruins

Adidas Orien
Adidas Mike
Adidas. Dragon
Adidas BJK

$24
$27
$30
$16
$27
$25
$20

47
97
Ob

77
27

Adidas
Adidas
Adidas
Adidas
Brooks

Hi Point Hi Top
Hi Point Lows
Rebound Hi
Rebound Lows
Vantage

87

Pro KedsHi

96

Pro Keds Low

$la lb I
$16 7b
$25 8b
$23 7b
$20 97'
$25 86
$23 76
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By TAMI THEDENS

The show will include eight
band/dance nwnbers and eight
band solo numbers. These are
The upcoming "Sights and
alternated throughout the show to
Sounds of Jazz" is "a gangbusters
create an effect of equal parts of
hour-and-a-half," according to Ormusic and dance.
·chesis director Lana Jo Sharpe.
It's rare that two groups can
Her modern dance group and
blend their talents to create a
Central's Jazz Band.I are teaming
show of such high quality. "There
up again this year to present the
seems to be a very good relationpopular show Feb. 10 and 11 in
ship between the band and the
Hertz Hall.
dancers - very supportive. They
The unique concept of combinenjoy working together," Sharpe
ing jazz music with dance started
$aid.
as an offhand remark. Music PrOThe success of last year's show
fessor John Moawad and Sharpe
and the dances in it led to a decitalked about the idea over coffee,
sion to perform three pieces again
but it wasn't until winter quarter
this year. They include "Rhapof last year that it became a realisody" and "Procrastination
ty.
City."
The show was so well-received
Naming each dance is the
then that everyone involved
choreographer's responsibility.
wanted to try it again - thus
Often music will inspire creation
"Sights and Sounds of Jazz '82."
of a dance and it will be named
Working with a live band is exafter the song title.
citing, Sharpe said, but it also
"In some cases, however, the
takes a lot of hard work. Auditions
choreographer may envision the
for the show were in late October
dance as stating one thing and
and rehearsals have been in prowhoever wrote the music called it
gress since then.
,
something else," Sharpe explainDuring
auditions,
ed.
choreographers for each nwnber
She encourages the students to
were designated. They created
select a title for the dance that will
the dances, determined how many
give th audience an idea statedancers work in the piece, and
ment of what the dancers are trygenerally were responsible for
ing to say in their movements.
their particular dance.
Examples of student-titled
It's up to the choreographer and
dances in the jazz show include
the individuals in the dance to
"On Broadway," "High Anxiety"
have it polished and ready by
and "In the Stone." ·
showtime.
Orchesis has another show to
That means rehearsals. Not just
work on following this. Their anonce or twice a week, but every
day at all hours. Sharpe said -nual spring concert has been
scheduled for May 12-15 in McConevery dance is reheatsed a
nell's Tower Theatre.
minimwn of four hours a week.
· Based on the popularity of and
Some even take up to eight or 10
audience response to "Sights and
hours per week.
Sounds of Jazz," the idea of makShe said she tries to discourage
ing it an annual event has surfactoo many practices within the stued.
dent's academic schedule, but
Sharpe said she feels that would
often, individuals working on a .
be a good experience for both
piece will get together on their
groups. "I'm sure the members of
own to perfect it.
the band and Orchesis would like
Jazz Band I has been rehearsing
too, and the two groups will get to see it become an ongoing
event," she said. "Whether or not
together for the first time this
it will be, simply because of work
week.
load, is something yet to be deter"We've been working with
mined.
cassette recordings of the band, so
"We're looking at it as being a
we've had that during our whole
high-qualtiy' experience and a
rehearsal process,'' Sharpe said.
pleasureable experience for the
"Now it's actually the experience
audience."
of live music."
Of the Campus Crier

Orchesis, Jazz Band I
team up for second show

Jazzercise ·

CWU photo

Saxophonist Carolee Hollenbeck rehearses with Orchesis members Chris (offing and
Nomi Nylander for the upcoming "Sights and Sounds of Jazz '82." '

Take five

By MELISSA YOUNG
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Punxshutawney Phil doesn't make mistakes - ever
NEVER MIND THE GLOOMY FORECASTS.
Never mind the astrometeorologist who said the
worst weather of all winter was yet to come. Never
mind any of them.
I wouldn't believe it. Not a word. Not until Phil appeared with his prediction - six more weeks of
winter.
I was devastated. I had been clinging to the hope
for weeks that he'd pop out of his hole, yawn and
stretch, and declare the unofficial arrival of spring.
c;

H"ilO

SOMEHOW, I THOUGHT, Phil would prove them
all wrong.
But, no. He popped Qut of his hole, all right. Then
he looked around at the crowd, yawned and stretched, and popped right back in again.
Phil's kind of a cute rascal, but when I heard the
news, l could_ bfive ma~ched right to Punxshulawney;:"Perui:, reached .dowti his hole,. ·~pd l~
strangled that little sucker.
SEE: PUNXSHUTAWNEY PHIL just isn't wri;>ng

about the weather. Ever. So when he saw his shadow
and darted back into his underground home Tuesday
morning, that was it.
We're cursed with six more weeks of scraping
frost off the windshield, trudging through snow
(there will be more), and risking frostbite while
walking to classes.
And all because one Eastern groundhog is a little
shy.
HE'S JUST NOT USED TO all that attention. He's
a small town boy - Punxshutawney has fewer
residents than Ellensburg. But once a year, the entire nation is focused on it.
Focused on Phil, to be more precise, waiting to see
what he'll do. Because Phil is never wrong. Ever.
At least not yet. Maybe this year is a first - Punxshutawney Phil just might be mistakeµ. We can H,nly
hope."
·
OR MAYBE HE doesn't have jurisdiction oveMur
part ofthe·COuritry.
-- ,.~.·
. ; •.; "~·' ·.

He's by far the most famous groundhog in the U.S.,
but he is, after all, an Easterner. Sure, they'll have
lousy weather back there, but we might just come
through unscathed.
Oh, there's one Western woodchuck to rival Phila fellow from Montana named Missoula Melvin. But
(and I'm sorry to say this, Mel) he's simply not a
soothsayer of Phil's magnitude.
Phil's powerful, for sure, but can his forecast
reach more than 2,500 miles? We can always pray
not.
BUT DON'T COUNT on it.
There are skeptics, I know, who say one groundhog doesn't know about the weather of an entire
country. They say the nice · weather will last, and
Phil made a mistake.
But just you wait. It'll be winter again, and it'll be
colder than anything we've seen yet.
Because Phil said so,·you see, and when it comes
to the weather, Phil just doesn't make mistakes.
Ever.
···
'· <:-°"'· - -~
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Radio Rap

Swingers to perform
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --at World's Fair
By JIM RILEY

KCAT Station Manager

This week's rock music news
concerns itself with religion, sex
and money.
A second Christian school in
Idaho has been the scene of a
demonstration against rock
music. Nearly 60 students at
Valley Christian School in
Lewiston gathered together to
stomp and smash with hammers
those records believed to be inspired by Satan.
At the head of the list of offenders are AC/DC, Led Zeppelin
and Kiss. The school's principal,
Ron King, said he didn't believe
that satanic messages were hidden in rock songs "until some kids
brought some records to school
and played them backwards. It
was really wierd.''
King admitted the school did approve the record stomping but
emphasized it was not a witch
hunt.
The leader of Spyro Gyra, Jay
Brackenstein, has discovered that
not everyone in Japan is wellinformed about their ancient
culture. ·
He was recently in Japan to perform with a Japanese experimental music group and was assigned
to play an ancient called the
shakuhacthi (pronounced shahkoo-hahk-tee).
Brackenstein liked the instrument and decided to buy one. The
trouble was, every time he asked
for one in a music shop, the clerk
would blush, laugh or get mad.
He finally found out why. Few
people in modern Japan have
heard of the ancient instrument,
but the word "shakuhacthi" lives
on: Its current meaning is "oral
sex."
·
-.

House catalog for free. Next, if an average of $8.50. You will pay
you fill in a certain gold box, you'll $63.49 for your eight-record
be able to receive one more record obligation. Divide that figure by
of your choice for free.
20, to include the 12 you got for
In order to get all these free free, and your cost per record
albums, all you have to do is agree averages out to $3.17.
to buy eight records from the comThe only way you're going to get
pany's monthly brochure within . popular new releases cheaper
the next three years. The current than that is to steal them.
price range is $7.98 to $9.98.
They also give you the option of Top Ten
ordering your first selection, thus
Listen to the KCAT Top Ten
reducing you obligation to seven, played in order tonight at 8 p.m.
at a half-price rate of $3.99.
on the Tome Lund Show. That's
Now let's take a close look at FM 91 on the cable.
this offer and see if it's as good as
it seems. First of all, how good
1. 867-5309/JENNY, Tommy Tutone
will the list of record to select fro
2. HARDEN MY HEART, Quarterflash
be? Columbia House carries a
3. PRECIOUS TIME, Pat Benetar
variety of labels including MCA,
4. TUBE SNAKE BOOGIE, ZZ Top
Warner Brothers, Atlantic,
5. DON'T STOP BELIEVIN', Journey
Arista, A&M, Sire, Elektra, Epic,
6. AROUND THE DIAL, Kinks
Asylum, Mercury and many of the
7_ EVERY LITTLE THING SHE DOES IS
new labels.
MAGIC, Police
Now let's assume you buy your
8. QUINELLA, Atlonta Rhythm Section
first album at the special price of
9. LUCKY ONES, Loverboy
$3.99 and the remaining seven at
l 0. TOM SAWYER, Rush

,,.
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KYVE-TV
needs help
with auction
It seems that some of us Kittitas

Valley residents haven't been supporting our friendly local public
television station, KYVE-TV
down in Yakima.
We will have a chance soon to
redeem ourselves, though KYVE's 10th annual auction is
coming up in April. But there's
lots to do before then, according to
Bob Durch, a, volunteer for the
station.
There will be an open meeting
at the Ellensburg Holiday Inn at 7
p.m. on Monday, Feb. 8, for
anyone interested in particiJ?a~i~g
in the auction - from imhal
business contacts to the actual onthe-air auction.
For more information, call
Durch at 925-4991.

The theme of the 1982 World's
Fair in Knoxville, Tenn. is
"Energy. Turns the World." And
the high-energy performance of
the Central Swingers will turn a
world of people to music at the
Fair on July 6 when they
showcase their distinctive style of
musical medleys, blending pop,
rock, ballads and Broadway
tunes.
On a four-week early summer
tour, the Swinger, directed and
choreographed by music professor Barbara Brummett, will
sing their way, by bus, across the
Great Divide, through the
Midlands, over the Mississippi, to
the Great Smoky M.ountains of
Tennessee.
Selected by the World's Fair
Non-Professional Entertainment
Committee, the 22-member show
choir will perform numbers from
their 1980-82 concert series, Sing
and Dance the World I and ~I."

getaway
Editor's note: While every effort is made
to include all art-related events in this calendar, some may be overlooked.

The best

way to insure something won't be left out is

Feb. 12, for an 8 p.m. performance
in the Wallenstein Performing Arts
Center. Tickets are $6.50. For more
info'rrnation, call 765-7692.

to bring or send a notice to the arts and
entertainment editor at the Crier office (SUB

218).

SARAH SPURGEON ART
GALLERY, located in Randall
Hall, will exhibit work by Dennis
Cox and Michael Whitley through
Feb. 5. Cox will show lithography,
while sculpture and glass are
Whitley's contributions. The
gallery is open 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

'

• ..

'i<\naricially ·speak1r1g;' \ i:e.cor<i'
companies did n1>t have an
especially good year m unn. It
wasn't as bad as 1980, but if wasn't
much better, either.
As a result, many companies
are initiating mail-order record
promotions which are nearly ir- .
resistible. The one I just received
in the mail from Columbia House
is a good example.
First of all, you are invited to
pick 11 albums from the Columbia

From KcAT FM 91

..
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~
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CAMILLE COLE'S thesis exhibit will be spotlighted in
Spurgeon Gallery Feb. 7-12 and
GRAPHIC DESIGN work by Northwest graphic design artists and
the paintings and drawings of
Frank Samuelson will be exhibited Feb. 15-March 5.
MAYNARD FERGUSON and his
13-piece jazz band will be at Big
Bend Cominunity College Friday,

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE
THEATRE FESTIVAL is in full
swing on the Central campus.
Three of the best college plays in
. the Northwest are yet to be
presented. The plays will be produced on the following dates:
Feb. 4 "The Elephant Man"
(Gonzaga University)
Feb. 5 "Feasting with Panthers"
(Seattle University)
Feb. 6 "Bent" (University of
Oregon)

directed by Sidney Nesselroad, is
being produced by the CWU music
department.
PHOTOGRAPHS by Bob Fischer
are on display at McDonald
Photographic Studio, East Fourth
Ave. Fischer, a graduate student
and painting major, said the
photographs are a reflection of his
background in painting.
"FREEFLIGHT" will be in concert Feb. 17 as part of the Central
Series. The program starts at 8
p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall. For
more information, call the music
department at 963-1216.

film.

NAJE (National Association of
Jazz Educators, Student Chapter)
is sponsoring a music faculty
"jam" session Feb. -18 at 8 p.m. in
Hertz Recital Hall.

''THE CRUCIBLE" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall Thursday, Feb. 4 and
Saturday, Feb. 6. The opera,

THE CENTRAL SYMPHONY,
conducted by Eric Roth, will be in
concert Feb. 20 at 8 p.rn.in Hertz
Recital Hall.

"RICHARD PRYOR - LIVE IN
CONCERT" w~ll be shown in the
SUB theatre Tuesday, Feb. 9 at 3, 7
and 9: 30 p.m. The comedy is an
ASC-sponso~ed

En route to Knoxville, they will
be on stage for audiences in Idaho,
Montana, South Dakota, Min.nesota, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Kansas, Missouri, Utah,
Colorado, Washington and
perhaps Florida.
The Swingers' 1982 summer
tout opens with a performance at
the 1974 World's Fair site in
Spokane on June 22. In the works
are plans for Swingers' shows at
the International Kiwanis Convention in Minneapolis and a special
performance near Wichita, Kansas, according to Brummett.
For 12 months, the Swingers
have been putting heart and soul
into planning the trip, performing
around the state to raise the
necessary cash for their tour.
Upcoming performances include two shows in Marysville in
Feb. 5; in Richmond, B.C. on Feb.
6; at a CWU Scholarship Banquet
on Feb. 9, and at an Ellensburg
Rotary Luncheon on Feb. 10.
"We hope people have enjoyed
us in past years and will like what
the see and hear this year
enoughto want to support us financially,'' Brummett said.
The Swingers themselves have
raised money from summer and
after-school jobs, and are currently making. their own costumes for
the tour, she said.
"This is something we've
wanted to do for years. I think the
Swingers' World's Fair performance will be good for the university and Ellensburg as well. We
want to show people that Central
Washington University is alive
and well."
The Swingers were created in
1967 to provide a change of pace
during the concerts of the more
formal Central Singers, concert
choir. The song-and-dance troupe
specializes in the popular
melodies of the past and present.
Brummett has directed and
choreographed the choir for the ·
past 12 years.

NEW

the oldest and
largest truly
international
book club

Trade one tough summer
for two great years.
l'lw .\rn 1\· ROTC: Basic Camp. It's trn1gh
b('(illlSl' \·ou'll l>l' 11{aki11g llj> lor till' l'lll irl' fir s! !In>
\'('itrs of ilil' . \rm\· I{( >TC: h>ur- \'('ill' l'roµ;ra111 . 'Jirn
~'( '< ll 'S i11 011h· six~\' ('('"'- .
D{1ri11g this ti rnl' . "h ilc \\T .rl' tot1g·hl'11i11g
lljl \ ·our bock a I it tll' . \\'l' ' ll b( • l'\'l' ll toughl'r 011 your
111i11cl. B\' <1ski11g \'oll to complete <t comt·ntratl'cl
co111·sl' <»r st w h' ci">n·ri 11g <1 II the topics you mi ssl'd .
But ~dll'11 \'ot11-et11n1 to colll')-',l' in thl' fall.
\'Oll u : 11 look forn·<1rc! to t1rn prl'tty grl'at y(•ars .

You .11 lw l'arning· <Ill l':Xlr<l 5100 a month. up to ll'll
months a \'l'ar. ,\11d yo u ' ll also bl' l'arning an
officl'r's n'irn111issirn1 whil (• YCn 1'n• l'ar11 i11g your
colll'gl' dt·gn·l'.
If you·rl' transkrr ing from junior co!legt'.
or for soml' ;lther reaso n \ ' Oll couldn't take thl' first
t\\o n«1rs of ROTC. look .into the Army l{OTC
-Jin;- \'l'ar Program .
.
:\rm\' ROTC. Tlw morl' \'Oll look at 11.
t hl' bl'tt;•r it loc'Jks.
-

For more information call Major Jim Ceasar (509) 963-3518
or stop by Peterson Hall Room l 0 l

'·:4 Better Way to Buy Books"
The Academic Book Club has
exoanded the idea of a
traditional book club into _
a
completely new and unique

concept.

SAVE 20-40%
ON ANY BOOK IN PRINT!

Save up to 80%
on selected titles.
• NO GIMMICKS
• NO HIDDEN CHARGES
• ANO NO HARD SELL
Just low. low prices every day
of the year; unlimited
choice of books:
and fast. efficient, personal
service on every order_
ACADEMIC BOOK CLUB
U.S.A.:
Ca~:

cUrQCJe:

ea

Interviewers will be on campus Thursday,
Feb. 18 looking for summer camp staff people for. YMCA Camp Orkila. Applicants must
be 18 or aver. Salary range for entire summer (including some time off) is $500 to
$900. Sign up for interview at Career Planning & Placement Center prior to interview
date.

Cape lllncent, New York 13611-0399
105 Wellinqton St ..
Klnqston. Ont. K7l SC7
POStl>US 1851, ~005 ;.p .>.mSIB<ililm,
The Netherlends

78. First Cross Street.
Colombo II. Sri Lank•
P.O. Box 49, lero. Ogun State.
Nigeria

CENTRAL

Interview

offer from

WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

BC.

Please t!!I: me. Nllhout any oo l iqation on
my part how 1 r:an croer ror myselt and '.or
mv friends anywhere "' ~he world any book

,~ · orint. !rom any oub~lsner .. trrim any country,
1n almost any •anqciaqe
Tell me '" addition how 1 r:an save 20-40°'0
0n :hese books :oinrnc; the ACADEMIC 800K
CLUB and ;:iayinq a membersn1p fee as row as
1 Sc dally {$6 .50 annually).
1 'Jnderstand that one ot :he features of the
r.1ub is that 1 am not now . nor will l ever be .
under any obi igation whatsoever to buy any
oarticular book or quantity 0f books from
Academic Boo~ Club
~LEAS~ PAINT

Dote;
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Oh, fiddlesticks
High school students from across the state gathered at Central last Friday for String Day, an annual event
sponsored by the music department.

We Make It Easier
Than Ever To Buy A
Quality Stereo System!

Photos by Tim Patrick

3-opera vet works
for life's dream

If You Purchase a Complete Stereo System From Us
During the Month of February We Will Give You
25% Off on the Pair of Loudspeakers of Your Choice.
NOW ONLY

For a man who gets sentenced
to death for allegedly being. in
league with the devil, Dan McNeely isn't waiting for some magical
spell to give him his life's dream.
He's working for it.
Currently appearing in the
operatic production of "The
Crucible" as the accused warlock
John Proctor, McNeely is a music
performance major at CWU, but
as a safety valve, he's also majoring in business.
"It's a way to make money until
I can, hopefully, make it in opera
says McNeely, 23, of his business
degree, adding, "So many performers think they will make it,
and when they don't, they have
nothing to fall back on."
Consequently, McNeely says he
wants to set up a realistic
timetable of several years to pursue an opera career, including applying for an apprenticeship program after his graduation next
year. Then he'll devote himself to
business.
"Don't get me wrong," he
quickly assures, "I enjoy business
but I'll probably be a miserable
person all my life if I don't go for
it."
And he has been going for it.
"The Crucible," a four-act

r,-----I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

opera based Arthur Miller's
Pulitzer Prize-winning play about
the Salem witch trials, is McNeely's third CWU opera, following
"La Traviata" and "Gianni Schicci."

He's also performed in the
chorus of two Seattle Opera productions - "The Ring" and
"Tales of Hoffman."
McNeely is extremely enthusiastic about ·his summertime
work in Seattle. "It's breathtaking watching them work, to see
real professionals, to absorb their
attitudes."
McNeely has studied voice for
seven . years, saying the lessons
have brought his voice to a point
where it is right for opera.
"I really relate to opera-type
setting," McNeely says. "I like to
sin(that style of music and I like
the dramatic aspect - all the
forms of art come together in
opera."
Still, McNeely is the first to admit he never thought he'd end up
singing opera.
"In the 10th grade and opera
company came to school. They
sang several arias and talked
about opera, and I thought 'I could
never sing like that'," he said.
See LIFE'S DREAM, Page 14

- - -- - - -

---
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A g~od example is our Hitachi - Boston Acoustics - Shure system.
We can now offer a true component stereo system for what you'd usually pay for a
"component-type" system (the ones that sound like appliances instead of music).
This stereo system is built around the Boston Acoustics A-40 speakers, which sound
like all the music most people ever really wanted. The A-40's come from a company
that's not only famous for its speakers but that specializes in making good stuff for less
and less money. They have genuinely amazing sound - rich, detailed, and wide-range.
To drive the A-40's, we have the Hitachi SR2000 stereo receiver. It makes them sing
without a false note, and gets all the FM and AM stations you'll be wanting.
The record player is the Hitachi HT20S semi-automatic turntable with a Shure M70B
cartridge and diamond stylus. It will use your records for the music they offer, but not
abuse them in the process.
Our special system price leaves you a lot to buy records with.
So don't deny yourself any longer. You'll never find satisfying, truly wide-range sound
for less money.

- - - - - - --

Homemade Bread
Delicious -

•

No ·sugar added

Honey whole wheat

•

Potatoe

[SI so per large loaf]
968-3910

Order by Tuesday evening for
Thursday delivery
to campus
_ ______________

~------------------

--

-lll
VISA

Nutritious

All natural ingredients -

Oatmeal

S426° 0

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. PEARL, ELLENSBURG, WA
962-2830

_,,

I

@HITACHI

Store Hours:
10:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
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Soviets

USSR has no intentions of
launching attack on U.S.

By KATHY BRADSHAW
Of the Campus Crier

Speaking to a crowd at Grupe
Conference Center Feb. 2, Tuesday
afternoon, Central's political
science professor James Brown
maintained, "The Soviet Union,
contrary to what we've been
taught, doesn't have the slightest
intention of attacking the U.S."
A former CIA analyst dealing
with Soviet internal policy, Brown
lectured on " The Soviet Union: A
Global Threat or Mirror-Image of
the U.S.?" Brown, who has a
reading knowledge of the Russian
language, has studied Soviet
politics for 20 years.
Citing 30 years of Soviet history,
Brown estimated 45-55 billion lives
have been lost during the course of
Nap'olean's 1812 march into
Russia, World War I's Russian invasion into· Poland, Germany's attack during World War II, Russian
civil wars and the purgers.
''I wonder why they have a long
history of suspiciousness of
foreigners,'' Brown asked
rhetorically. "It's interesting that
this has never been mentioned in
U.S. history books."
In an earlier interview with Barbara Radke of Central's university
relations office, Brown reflected,
''They stopped talking about taking over the world in the 1950's
after Stalin died. Their history
since then shows that they react to
U.S. action."
Brown reiterated this view in the
lecture by verbally attacking
Reagan's tactics. "A president
who wants $1.5 billion spent on
defense in the next five years, and
who has made a career of rabid
anti-communism is not very comforting to them."
A false view of the Soviet image
contributes toward this mania for
defense, Brown said. ''The U.S.

CWU photo

JAMES BROWN
" ... the Soviet Union, contrary to what we've been taught, doesn't
hove the slightest intention of attacking the U.S."
has led to every every new weapon
devlopment state for many years."
As an example, Brown cited the
hydrogen bomb and cruise
missiles, which were developed in
Russia after the U.S. had initiated
them.
"We don't know if any of this
weaponry will work, we've never
used them. Who knows what could
happen over the North Pole and the
magnetic field - maybe they'll
boomerang," Brown said of the
arms race.
Brown also looked at the amount
of warheads for each country. In
the 70' s, the U.S. increased from
4,000 to 9,200, while the USSR leveled off at 7,000 Brown said.
Currently, Reagan wants to
stock up to 18,000, and the Soviets

Life' 5 d re a rn

will probably say, " 'Go ahead,
7,000 is enough. Maybe they'll
bankrupt their economy.' - which
we probably will," Brown
predicted.
All in all, Brown blames
American socialization for our
views. "We've been led to believe
that the Soviets are bent on world
destruction," Brown said.
"It's politically practical for our
government to build up defense instead of dealing with poverty or
other domestic issues - because
we know how to build up our
defense."
"What now?" Brown asked in
conclusion to the lecture. "I don't
know," he answered, drawing
laughter from the crowd.
"I'm not at all optimistic."
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'Free Flight' fuses
jazz, classical
The separate worlds of jazz and
classical music will converge
when Free Flight presents an
evening of musical transcendence
at a Central Series concert, Feb.
17 in Hertz Recital Hall.
Founded in 1980 by Jim Walker,
co-principal flutist with the Los
Angeles Philharmonic, and
award-winning Bulgarian pianist,
composer and arranger Milcho
Leviev, the four-man Free Flight
ensemble offers a unique musical
format jazzy rhythms set to
classical motifs.
Jim Lacefield, string bass and
Gary Denton, drums, round out
the foursome.
Featured at the Wednesday
evening concert will be the
· amplified and jazzified works of
J .S. Bach, Chopin, · Gershwin,
Debussy a.bd Brubeck.
In the past two years, Free
Flight, with its innovative music,
has steadily gained recognition in
Los Angeles and across the country.

A Los Angeles Daily News
reviewer said:
"Free Flight is currently an
deservedly the most talked about
group on the contemporary jazz
scene. Armed with a repertoire
spanning and transcending
musical ·styles, the four-man
group is conceptually the most
vital combination to have emerged in jazz since Latin, jazz and
rock fused in the early '70s."
·
Admission to the 8 p.m. concert
is $2.50 for adults, $1.50 for CWU
students and $1 ·for high school
students and younger.
Tickets for th~ guest concert,
sponsored by the CWU music
department in association with
the Community 'Touring Project,
Inc. of Van Nuys, Calif., may be
purchased locally at Stereocraft
and Money Savers Pharmacy, at
the SUB information booth, or at
the door.
For more information, call the
music department at 963-1216.

Placement Center News.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP - TEACHER CANDIDATES
March graduates as well as graduate students are encouraged to
attend one of the following workshops: Feb. 16, 17 and 18 at 4-5 p.m.
ui Black Hall 109.
The following firms will have representatives at the Career Planning and Placement Center to interview interested candidates.
Sign-up schedules are posted one week to the day before tne arrival ·
of the interviewer on campus.
Feb. 4 - Burroughs Corp.
Bellevue and Seattle
Feb. 4 - Triad Systems Corp.
Richland
Feb. 16 - Rockwell, Int.
El Segundo, Calif.
Feb. 19 - John Fluke Mfg. Co.
Everett

Software installation and suppport.
Majors: Bs Adm, Acct, Econ.
Marketing reps - Bachelor's with
desire to sell computers
B.S. in Bs Adm. Buyers, mngrs.
and materials supply
Accounting majors
- Positions:
Coordinating publishing of co. doe

March 4 - Seattle First
Seattle
March 4 - J.C. Penney
Seattle
March 12- Atlas Foundry
Tacoma

Management trainee positons;
Bs Adm, Acct, Econ
Retail management trainee
degree and interest in mktg
Bachelor's degree - Foundry
background and math prof

McNeely graduated from Seat- . research on the "The Crucible," or living as a self-confessed one
based on true-life events which · and destroying the lives and
tle's Tyee High School in 1977,
reputations of future generati~ns.
where he was involved! in inunfold in Salem in 1692 .
. tr~mutat as well
inMcNeely agrees it's almost the
According to McNeely, his
terscholastic sports. He also sang
story ·of the American Dream
character
was
extremely
unhapin the school's choirs, but ·says no
py prior. to the tale. He was one of · gone awry, but the singer doesn't
one expected his voice to ~ome as
plan of letting that happen tQ his
the town's leading citizens and the life.
far as it has.
;
·
proud owner of land described "as
Proctor had to stick up.for what
Although his .family is involved big as a continent" in the play.
in music, MpNeely s~ys his
was right. "I have to do what's
Then the sky falls in, and evenparents, Robert and Betty McN eeright for me," McNeely says, adding, "Nothing is going to come
ly of Seattle, haven't qpite ad- tually Proctor must choose betjusted to the idea of his operatic ween dying as an accused warlock
between me and my m~sic."
ambitiorts.
'

a.s

"I know.they're behind)ne, but
it's really .foreign to them," he
says with a smile~ '. 'To the.m when
I perform ·ifs:, 'That's my' son.' "
Still; · his curre11t production
shouldn't be too. forei ·· · The 1 tire OJ>'era
be sung ill En. .1.

Romantic Inspiration

Engraveoble lderits 7

will

"When . the opera ha& · been
translated' . from . ~mother
language, you really havr to spit
the wordS :out to make them .
understood;" .he elaborates, ·.ad..;.
ding_ this wasn't the case in the
American-written " Crucible)' ·
Though his other CWU produc~
tions have also b~en performed in .
English, McNeel) 's chorus roles
with the Seattle Opera were sung }
in French and German. He eventually wants to become proficient
in those languages, as well as
Italian.
Since January, McNeely has
spent five to six hol!rs a day
rehearsing for his role as John
Proctor. He has also done some

by

. .

5peid.te,

· Here's a·sweet idea .

.

. '/O.UI sw~eetheart Wi 11 never forget!'
'

'

Final .

VVrn te·r .·Clea ra'n .c e ·
Up t~ -, 70% off all
winter merchandise
our barg~in . tables '$1 and up

·~

:Button Jewelers .
anJ J3riJal Oreasures

Fourth and Pine Ellensburg -

925 -2400

5 thru 20
Sizes: · 34
·thru 46
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APPLICATIONS FOR FINAN- Ebaugh, WMA, 3481832ndAve. S.,
INTERVIEWS FOR HIDDEN cut down or discontinue the use of
CIAL AID for 1982-83 are available Aµburn, Wa. 98002.
- VALLEY CA~ are scheduled fof marijuana.
The porgram has no religous afin the Financial Aid Office located
Thursday Feb. 25. Make an apSEVERAL OR~ANIZATIONS pointment at ·the Student Employ- filiations and is run soley for
in Barge 209. Deadline for submisWILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR ment Center in Barge Hall.
students by students. For more insion of forms is March 12, 1982.
SUMMER POSITIONS ON CAMfromation contact Dave Towe at
NATIONAL DffiECT STUDENT PUS. Tuesday, Feb. 9 - Camp
KID'S NIGHT OUT, and evening 963-3012, or Ken Briggs at 963-2481.
LOAN RECIPIENTS in their last Easterseal, Tacoma Campfire, child care program runs every FriGET FOUR DAYS SKI RENTAL
quarter at Central must make an Catholic Youth Organization, day night from 6-10 p.m. in Hebeler
appointment for an exit interview. Pilchuck Area Campfire and Camp Gym. The program is open to ages FOR THE PRICE OF TWO in time
Call the Office ·of Student Accounts Sealth, Seattle Campfire.
5-10 and costs $2.25 per CWU child for the upcoming four day holiday.
Thursday, Feb. 18 - YMCA and $3.25 per non-student child. , The Tent'n'Tube is renting full
3-3546 or go to the second floor of
Camp Orkila, Orkas Island, Wa.
Mitchell Hall.
For more information contact downhill ($18) and cross country
Wednesday, Feb. 24 - Crater University Recreation, 963-3512.
packages ($16) as well as innertubes, backpacks and snowshoes at
CENTER FOR WOMEN'S Lake Lodge, Crater Lake, Ore.
Thursday, Feb. 25 - Hldden
THE ANTIQUE DEALERS AND regular two-day prices for the
STUDIES IS OFFERING A RAP
Valley
Camp.
Granite
Falls,
Wa.;
ASSOC
IATES are offering a $500 weekend of Feb. 11-15. For reserSESSION to discuss self-image and
scholarship to a CWU museology vation sor more informatiOn, call
improvement. beginning Thurs- Oregon Caves, Ore.
Infromation and applications are student. Seniors and graduate 963-3537.
day, Jan. 28 from noon to 1 p.m. in
available
in the. Student Employ- students who have six or more
Sam's PLace in the'SUB cafeteria.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
credits is museology with an
Four more sessions are scheduled ment Office, Barge 205.
overall GPA of 3.0 may apply by CONTRACTE.D FIELD EXfor the four following Thursdays at
CENTRAL GAY ALLIANCE
PERIENCE for spring quarter
Feb. 19.
noon in the same location.
MEETS TUESDAYS at 7 p.m. in
Those interested should submit a and/ or fall quarter, Co-op. educaSUB 105. Rap group, speakers
STUDENTS
WHO
ARE
resume and a transcript of rele- tion will be having an oreintation
bureau, housing and counseling
FRESHMEN THIS QUARTER
vant coursework, with a 1-2 page for those interested Monday, Feb.
referral service as well as educamust have a signed slip from an
statement regarding the nature of 8 at 3 p.m. in SUB 206.
tional information will be
advisor in order to be admitteed to
future
interest in the museum
presented.
CENTRAL SINGLES MEET
spring quarter regisration, even if
field. Applications should be
they will be. sophomores spring
directed to Museology Scholarship, tonight at 7:30 p.m., in SUB 207.
CENTRAL
COLLEGE clo Dept. of fatthropology. Winner Activity planning is on the agenda.
quarter.
REPUBLICANS meet Thursday will be announced by March 1.
Anyone over 25 is welcome.
nights at 7 p.m. in SUB 204. All inALl EDUCATION STUDENTS
SUMMER CAMPING JOBS IN terseted parties are invited to atHAVING TROUBLE WITH
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST are tend.
MARIJUANA? Are you caught up PLANNING ON STUDENT
available through the Lutheran
in the routine of getting high too TEACHING or option C entry
NATIVE AMERICAN STU- much? Are you tired and burned phase for spring quarter should
Outdoor Ministry Association. For
:more information write to Pastor DENT ASSOCIATION will meet at out? A weekly support group meets sign up Feb. 1-5 in Black Hall. InDon Nielsen or Pastor Jane noon in SUB 210, Wednesday, Feb.3 for students who have the desire to terviews will be Feb. 11, from
I

8: 30-11 a.m. Fro niore information
call 963-3426.
FASHION MERCHANDISING
STUDENT ASSOCIATION meets
Wednesday, Feb. 10 at 7 p.m. in
SUB 207
THE INTERNAITONAL CLUB
WILL HAVE a meeting tonight at
6: 30 p.ni. in SUB 103 to elect new
officers. '
THE CWU HEALTH CLUB
WILL BE SELLING "E-burger"
T-shirts for $6 and $7 at Central
basketball games Feb. 6,7,17 and
20.
THE AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION will have a
meeting at 8 p.m tonight in SUB
204. Officers will be elected. New
member are welcome.

MANDATORY MEETING FOR
ALL ALPHA ETA RHO members
Monday, Feb. 8 at 3 p.m. in 211
Houge Hall.
A SWEEmEART DANCE IS
BEING SPOSORED BY THE RH¢
Saturday, Feb. 6 from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Dress is
formal and tickets, available only
at the door, are $4 for couples and
$2.50 for singles. Proceeds to
benefit Central's chimpanzees.

'
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·RICHARD PRYOR 1sweetheart
Dance~
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Awareness
Gay fOrum speakers

draw attention to

"Bigotry and ignorance go hand in hand
you can't separate the two."
- Jeff Sokuma

By MELISSA YOUNG
Of the Campus Crier

"Faggot!"
The young man stepped up to the
microphone and nearly shouted the
word.
But all Paul Kawata. one of four
speakers at last Wednesday's Gay
Awareness Forum. ·was trying to
prove was the harm stereotypes
can cause .
.. What do you think of when you
hear that word - pink chiffon?"
Kawata asked the group of approximately 100 gathered in the SUB
Pit for the ASC-Central Gay
Alliance-sponsored symposium
Kawata. a representati\·e of the
Dorian Group, a nationwide
politically actiYe organiz_ation. and
of Seattle Central Community College's gay support group. added.
"How often do we categorize people subconciously?
"It's real scary because when
you're all alone and think you're
·strange· it can be lonely ...
Another speaker, Jeff Sokwna.
echoed Kawata's feelings and said
counseling and education are the
keys to acceptance of homosexuality.
"Bigotry and ignorance go hand
in hand," he said. "You can't
separate the. two.''
Sokwna is involved \.\ith the
UniYersity of Washington gay people ·s group and a Seattle-based
counseling service for sexual
minorities.
He stressed the necessity _of
awareness on college campuses.
.. When a gay or lesbian person
goes to a college campus, that's
when they will probably come out.

A support group is very
important."
Support not only for the individual but for his or her family is
vital, too, a~cording to Gretchen
DeRouche, a representative of the
Seattle chapter of a national
parent support group. Families
and Friends of Gays and Lesbians.
The organization has four major
purposes. she said:
1. ProYide support fo r families
and friends of gays and lesbians.
2. ProYide support for gay people
who are coming out.
3. Educate.
4. Support ci\·U right.s of gays
and lesbians.
"If we can accomplish that. then
we feel we·Ye succeeded ...
But many people fear homosexuality and "close up ... she said.
\fany of those fears of the subject haYe been brought about by
the church, according to
Presbetyrian minister Dick Gibson .
"The church has giYen all of us a
feariul attitude about homosexuality." he said. "They'\'e used
this Bible as a club to beat people
over the head.
"Single quotes may represent a
chosen \'iewpoint. but what about
the rest of the book: what about the
rest of the \·erses? ..
The Bible has little to say about
homosexuality. according to Gibson, but when mentioned. it is in a
violent, adulterous, negatin light.
"Writers of the Bible neYer knew
of homosexuals who were lo\·ing
and caring individuals:· he said.
"They just knew of the violence.
What they knew of weren ·t true
homosexuals - they were

Photo by Tim Patrick

STEVEN MICHEAL CHESTNUT
"· · ·. the only education that they (the majority of the population) are receiving is the myths and sterotypes
they grew up with."
heterosexuals out to hurt
somebody."
ASC Arts and Lectures Coordinator Karen DePalm assured the
audience at the outset that the purpose of the forum wasn't to condemn or to condone any \·iewpoint.
but merely to inform .
But some onlookers pointed accusing fingers.
··Why should you be ginn

Money diet
F :, rncial aid of some form proYid(_ ' he food to fW1d college expem. , for more than 2300 Central
studf' ·ts. In the next few years .
some of those students nu ght haYe
to go on a strict diet. or worse yet.
total stan-ation.
F ederal aid for higher education
will be cut by nearly 50 percent
OYer the ne"-"t three years. accordin g to Don Guy, dean of students.
If the figures for the proposed
1983-84 federal budget go through.
both the :\ational Direct Student

Loan ::\DSL 1 and the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
· SEOG 1 will be totally eliminated.
Guy said . In addition. Federal
Work Study FWS 1 and the Basic
Educational' Opportunity Grant
! PELL ' will be reduced by 10 percent and t)O percent respectiYely.
These cuts would be in addition
to those made by the state; Guy explained. but he would not predict
the magnitude of those state cuts.
The combination of state and
federal financial aid curtailment,
1

special rights O\'er others?.. one
man asked.
··".\ot special rights - equal
rights." Kawata countered. "I'm
willing to support you in whatever
attitude you may have - just let
me ha\·e m~" attitude."
All speakers stressed the importance of education.
"There is great diversity in the
society around us," said Steven

Michael Chestnut, president of
CGA. "Sexuality is very di\'erse.
"But the only education they
1 the majority of the population 1
are receiving is the myths and
stereotypes they grew up with,·· he
added.
"God created each one of us, ..
Gibson pointed out. "That's a
brotherhood and a sisterhood that
can't be denied ...

Government cuts in financial aid, loans,
leaves CWU $ 1.5 milliom short in '82

however, would present a bleak
outlook for the student. he said.

fice paid the students 15 percent of
the amount for whic h they
qualified. " This is the first time
this 1 splitting of the funds 1 has
ever happened ...

The impact of decreased f inancial aid has already been felt. Guy
continued, . explaining that the
university fell $1..5 million short in
Since faH quarter. 39 Central
funds this year to supply its 2.310 .
students have left school because
eligible. students with aid. The
of financial reasons. This is m line
students qualified for $6.I million
with the 40-50 a\'erage each
in funds, but the uniYersity was onquaner, or 200 per academic year.
ly pro\'ided with $5 million.
lost because of finan ce. Guy explained.
In order to overcome the shortGuy speculated that in the
fall, Guy said, the financial aid of-

future. though. this average might
jump.
··1 think they're · the students 1
going to feel a good portion of the
pain in the 1982-83 year," Guy said.
··And the devastating part of it will
be in 1983-84. because the dederal
proposal is gomg to be wiping out
two major portions 1 NDSL and
SEOG' ... and severely reducing
the other two' FWS and PELLt.
"And who knows what the state
will be doing at that time ...
1

